Abstract Greendale, Wisconsin, was intentionally created with many of the design and planning principles that active-living advocates promote today. This case study examines the processes behind sustaining these particular planning and design principles over time in light of economic and regional challenges that have faced not just Greendale but most town centers over the last fifty years. Despite these challenges, the walkable nature of Greendale's center remains strong today, in terms of both activity and community identity. While many circumstances are specific to this particular town, useful lessons can be drawn for those new urbanist (NU) communities being developed in greenfields and suburbs today, many of which are strikingly similar to Greendale -relatively small, low density, and located within metropolitan areas. Greendale's success resulted from (1) attending to the retail/commercial product mix; (2) attracting nonresidents to use the community's retail and public space; and (3) capitalizing on community investment not simply from residents' organizing efforts but, more important in this case, from corporate community involvement by a Greendale business firm whose interests and values coincided with those of the community.
has over 3,100 members and claims over 210 new urbanist (NU) developments. This organization contends that their recommended design and planning principles will promote pedestrian activity and other social and environmental goals (see Talen 2002) . Much of the recent active-living research examines and substantiates many of the design and planning principles put forth by the CNU and fosters walking and biking as modes of transportation (see Goodell and Williams 2007) .
If many of the design and planning principles of NU developments are seen as encouraging active transportation, it is still up for debate whether the physical qualities of these communities are viable over decades. While the terms "active living," "new urbanism," and "smart growth" are becoming prevalent in today's planning circles and practices, they are not new concepts. These ideas have permeated the plans and landscapes of various communities over the past several decades -the language used to describe them simply differs. Researching past exemplars can provide lessons in understanding the processes and conditions of how and why these communities deviated from or sustained the physical environmental qualities that promote active transportation over time. This case study examines the processes behind sustaining the planning and design principles of a greenbelt town, one begun in 1938 and still a viable city today: Greendale, Wisconsin. As described in a later section, Greendale was intentionally designed with many of the design and planning principles that activeliving advocates promote today, although these 1930s planners did not use the terms "active living," "smart growth," or "new urbanism."
While Greendale has a unique history, such exceptional cases can be effective for challenging existing assumptions of more mainstream or newly advocated planning practices (Campbell 2003) , by contrasting the long view of the life history of a community with the expectations and intentions of communities with similar social goals and physical patterns but which have only been in existence for a few years. Taking, as in this case, a sixty-five-year perspective provides the opportunity to examine trajectories over time and the evolution of patterns. While active-living advocates refer to early planned communities -like the garden city developed in the early part of the twentieth century -as a precursor to today's health-promotive cities (e.g., Frank, Engelke, and Schmid 2003) , these references tend to be descriptive accounts of the origins of these communities and do not account for their continuing life, demise, or wellbeing. The timeliness and context of this particular 1930s suburban design and planning policy is extremely relevant today. As cities begin to implement and build NU developments, it will be a challenge to prevent a build out over the next two or three decades that strays from carefully crafted design and planning policies. That is, it will be a challenge to sustain these practices and policies once implemented, especially when economic conditions may suffer a downturn or regional developments challenge a small development's existence. Historical analysis can reveal social and political mechanisms underlying the evolution and persistence of such planning endeavors.
Specifically, this case study analyzes the extent and manner in which Greendale, Wisconsin, adhered to or adapted the original design and planning policy over the last sixty-five years and the nature of the processes involved in that policy evolution. As historian Mary Corbin Sies (1997) points out, scholars and planners more often focus on what causes suburbs to deteriorate than on what enables them to persist. I focus on the evolution of those design and planning policies that intentionally or indirectly foster active transportation (walking or biking) at times of major economic and social challenges.
Of the three major social and economic challenges that Greendale has faced in the last fifty years, this article focuses on only one: in the 1980s and early 1990s, the town center faced changing economic conditions in the larger region and nation that threatened its demise. 1 Also referred to as Broad Street, the town center -its location, scale, centrality, content -was a key element in Greendale's original planning policy. The original Greendale planners sited and designed the town center to assure that there were easy, accessible walking paths from the residential neighborhoods to this destination, not simply to encourage healthy living but primarily to ensure civic, commercial, and community engagement. The idea of a town center as a key design element to foster walking is used consistently in many of today 's NU plans (e.g., CNU 1996) . Moreover, destinations provide strong motivation for active transportation such as walking. For example, Seattle has ample parks and open space, but researchers have found that elderly residents are motivated to walk most where grocery stores, restaurants, and bars are within one-half mile of where they live (Lee and Moudon 2006) .
Methodology
The rationale for selecting Greendale as a case study is that when the town was first designed and built, it represented a new kind of urban design that emanated from distinct social and philosophical roots. Yet today it can be viewed as a representative case in that (1) many of the demographic, social, and economic challenges it encounters are the same as those faced by countless small communities in large metropolitan areas and (2) many of the new planned communities and subdivisions that are labeled neotraditional or NU emulate the design and planning principles that Greendale incorporates. For example, NU design and planning tenets, as laid out in the CNU's (1996) charter, include:
■ compact, walkable neighborhoods with clearly defined edges; ■ a clearly defined center with public space, public buildings, a transit stop, and retail businesses;
■ an interconnected street network, forming coherent blocks and lined with building fronts rather than parking lots;
■ a diverse mix of activities and housing options; ■ civic spaces in prominent places; and ■ open spaces in convenient locations throughout the neighborhoods.
All these design elements were and still are embedded in the original settlement and some of the subsequent development patterns of Greendale. Many of these land-use patterns are also promoted by active-living advocates as facilitators of pedestrianism and active transportation (Goodell and Williams 2007) .
We used six major data collection sources in this research. Archival research of primary source material entailed examining minutes and other public documents from village councils, zoning commission meetings, and other public hearings and meetings from 1939 to 2005. We examined newspaper articles from this same time period, notably from the Greendale Village News, the Milwaukee Journal, and the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. We also collected data from secondary source material, including several books, dissertations and theses, and scores of journal and magazine articles that have been published about the early years of Greendale, most of these addressing conditions between the mid-1930s and late 1950s. Less material has been published since the 1980s, but again we examined all relevant print and electronic secondary sources. A third source was Web content, including community-based Internet chat sites and Greendale's own Web site.
We visited Greendale nearly forty times in the last five years. Those site visits involved taking photographs of public spaces, streets, house fronts, parkways, commercial establishments, parking lots, sidewalks, and people using (or not using) these spaces; observing activities in public areas of the community, particularly in the town center; and conversing with a dozen residents and visiting their homes. We interviewed three "pioneers" (i.e., residents who moved into Greendale when it first opened in 1938 and who continue to live there today). In 2004, we surveyed 717 Greendale residents aged sixty years and older by mail and queried residents about active-living issues, activities, and perceptions in their community.
The sixth and final source we used includes interviews with key actors, including past and present business owners in the town center; members of local business associations; past and present village administrative officials; planning and public works staff; key staff of relevant community organizations (e.g., parks and recreation; superintendent of schools); and a reporter for the local newspaper, Greendale Village News.
In building not simply a description but an explanation of how this policy was sustained in light of changing social and economic conditions, we were limited in establishing causal links from historical and qualitative data. In some cases, historical data or alternative factors have been unavailable to examine as rival explanations, and hence we have noted appropriate caveats.
Background of the Case Study Community
Under Franklin Delano Roosevelt's New Deal agenda, the Greenbelt Towns Program (GTP) was inspired by a small yet influential group of professionals called the Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA), who envisioned Ebenezer Howard's (1898) garden-city ideas transplanted from Britain to North America. Perceiving garden cities as a marriage between town and country, Howard -a stenographer by training and experience -proposed a new type of city that would overcome many of the unhealthy conditions of the modern industrial city. Schaffer (1998: 131) has distilled Howard's proposal into a simple prescription: "Keep your settlements compact . . . provide for open space; separate residential areas from industrial zones but not from commercial establishments; build housing that people can afford and create a plan . . . that is flexible and responsive to people's needs." Garden cities, as intact, self-governing communities, were to be organic wholes. While some authors note the similarity between garden-city principles and today's NU communi-ties (see Girling and Helphand 1994; Birch 2002) , the emphasis on selfgoverning entities is a distinctive difference. Most of today's NU communities constitute only a subdivision or large community within an incorporated city or unincorporated area of the county.
During the Great Depression of the 1930s, with countless people homeless, ill-housed, hungry, and unemployed, Roosevelt's New Deal programs took shape. The U.S. Resettlement Administration was established to create jobs through the planning, design, and construction of new communities, while providing quality low-rent housing. Developing and managing housing was new territory for the federal government. Under the Resettlement Administration, the Greendale Towns Program became one of the most significant housing endeavors of FDR's administration; some claim it was one of the most significant of all New Deal programs (Conkin 1959) . Adopting some of the planning philosophy of the RPAA, the Resettlement Administration in the late 1930s developed three greenbelt communities, all which remain viable today: Greenbelt, Maryland, outside Washington, DC; Greendale, Wisconsin, outside Milwaukee; and Greenhills, Ohio, outside Cincinnati. At the time, these were satellite communities located in rural areas. Today, they all are incorporated cities and towns within the greater metropolitan areas. They were unique for their time and differed substantially from the other federally sponsored housing programs of the 1930s and 1940s.
The design and planning policy of Greendale involved acquiring several thousand acres of land and setting aside land for parks and a greenbelt one-half mile wide. From its origins, the town was a self-governing entity with a full complement of educational, recreational, and residential amenities. The site organization incorporated two public networks: walkways within green spaces connected all places of recreation, education, and local service, and vehicular streets channeled traffic in and out of the community. These networks intersected at two places: the house and the town center (Girling and Helphand 1994) . The site layout for the town, planned by Elbert Peets, derived from the geography of the area as well as from Midwestern county seats and the traditional design of villages. This site layout was a precursor to the communities developed by neotraditional and NU designers of the last two decades (ibid.).
Envisioned as a "workman's town . . . direct, simple, practical and free of snobbishness" (Peets 1937: 413 ), Greendale's small modest homes were grouped on culs-de-sac situated in a grid street pattern with a system of interior walkways permitting residents to walk from home to town center either without crossing a major street or limiting major street cross-ing to one traffic circulation road (figure 1). These interior walkways or foot trails connected the different culs-de-sac to each other and the residential areas to the town center, some of them passing through park and wooded areas. Pedestrians were carefully separated from vehicular traffic, enabling people of all ages to walk or bicycle safely and enjoyably to the shops in the town center, the community/civic building, school, parks, and greenbelt. Street widths were narrow, and houses were clustered, so that the residential areas contained approximately ten to twelve units per acre (ibid.). Photos of Greendale at its inception can be found at the Library of Congress's American Memory Project (memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query).
Construction of the initial settlement of Greendale involved only a small segment of the entire land holdings, with the remaining land left as park, greenbelt, or vacant lots intended for later development. Following RPAA recommendations, the GTP planners, architects, and engineers were committed to building affordable towns that enhanced the development of the neighborhood as a community; resident engagement with green space and Figure 1 Site Map of Original Settlement Area, Greendale recreational facilities; and safe, convenient pedestrian access to neighbors as well as to commercial, retail, educational, and civic facilities. While the contemporary term "active living" was not in the vocabulary of these New Deal planners, the quality of life they endeavored to foster was very much the same.
One of the most crucial aspects of the planning of all the greenbelt towns was the selection of the residents. Sensitive to political resistance at both national and local levels to building new towns, these federal planners solicited and selected a resident population whose composition minimized political risk. Families with children were the primary target group, although a few couples and singles also lived in efficiency and one-bedroom apartments. After each family filled out numerous application forms, a social worker visited them in their home and rated them on the conditions of their present housing and on their personal habits and attitudes. Planners favored families who displayed positive attitudes toward community life and selected these for inclusion in Greendale. Residents could not include families in which the mother was employed. The planners made some effort to reflect the religious diversity of the metropolitan population, but the most inflexible selection rule involved race. Capitulating to local resistance, the Resettlement Administration allowed only white residents, even though racial discrimination was not overtly employed in its other housing programs.
In designing the towns, the architects, planners, and engineers could have met their charge by merely constructing a large number of simple dwellings. However, they were an inspired group (mostly Republicans, ironically, during this New Deal venture) and had greater visions of demonstrating to the country a new way of building communities. They selfconsciously strove to improve a community's life and not simply a family's home. They did this in a number of ways. While the administration did not allow for home ownership, it tried various means to foster a sense of town ownership -which is an important key to understanding the heritage of this community. The towns were unique because of their cooperative institutions. All commercial ventures were established as cooperatives including a local food store, gas station, drugstore, barbershop, movie theater, beauty parlor, and variety store. 2 Also, each town was a self-governing entity. The federal government held all the land, but the residents retained local political power through 2. Cooperatives in Greendale did not last more than a decade. In its sister city Greenbelt, Maryland, many cooperatives are still operating today. the charters of incorporation in each of their respective states. Yet, like any landlord, the resident manager, who was appointed by the federal government, set many regulations and directives.
The newness and experimental nature of the towns sparked the formation of self-help organizations and committees that operated vis-à-vis the government landlord. During the first year at Greendale, for example, dozens of organizations and ad hoc committees operated. Community meeting rooms had to be booked weeks in advance. Every adult belonged to at least one committee or organization; perhaps not surprising, because residents were selected in part for their interest in community affairs.
The pioneer residents of the towns may have felt a somewhat split identity. On one hand, they had to go through a rigorous selection process, so they may have come to see themselves as something special, particularly because they were able to live in a relatively high-quality environment. On the other hand, they were often stigmatized or, at the least, constantly scrutinized by outsiders. The Chicago American newspaper headlined a 1936 article about the development of Greendale with "U.S. Government Building a Communist Town." Nonetheless, Greendale's small size and pioneer spirit, coupled with a common vulnerability, further strengthened residents' feelings of community identity and cohesion.
The town center was the focal point of the community (figure 2). The planners believed that the town center should be more than a commercial store center and be a gathering place and the focus of the cultural and civic life of the town. At Greendale, the town center was strategically positioned in the center of the town at the intersection of two major streets, with an integral part of the design being public open space next to shops, the movie theater, and civic buildings. The main thoroughfare was called Broad Street, with retail establishments and services (e.g., post office, barbershop) lining one side and the park fronting the other. At the head of Broad Street was an elaborate village hall reflecting the style of Colonial Williamsburg. South of the retail buildings lay the school (at the time, it contained all grades and library). The nature of the town center -its scale; centrality; identity; mix of civic, commercial, and public elements; and its local access to residents on foot -is perhaps what most distinguishes Greendale and the other greenbelt towns from subdivision developments built between the 1950s and the advent of NU efforts in the 1990s.
In Greendale today, nearly all of the buildings and land-use features of the original design and planning policy exist in the initial settlement section, despite pressure to change, emanating from metropolitan sprawl, changing economic patterns, and shifting demographic and social trends (Alanen and Eden 1987; Eden and Alanen 1983) . Approximately onethird of the 5.4 square miles of the town still remains in parks and open space, most of this being owned and operated by Milwaukee County. All original foot trails remain and are maintained in all seasons (figures 3 and 4). A small industrial park was developed and completed in 1963 but has not expanded in size since. The safety department (police and fire departments) was relocated to a larger site in the 1990s. The original building in the town center that housed these facilities remains empty, but a new public health department, an expanded public library, and a new post office reside on Broad Street.
Subdivision growth that ringed the original settlement did not continue the concept of having all trails lead to the town center, although some did in the immediate first-ring subdivisions. By 1960, Greendale subdivisions were cropping up outside the larger county highways. These have larger residential lots and wider residential streets than the original settlement or the first-ring subdivisions. Even these more contemporary subdivisions still incorporate a network of sidewalks and a few foot trails. While a pedestrian bridge was built over one of these highways to connect the side- walks and foot trails of the subdivision to those of the original settlement's walking trails, the distance and climb was a deterrent to many, especially in inclement weather. While these more contemporary subdivisions do not subsume or define the essential character of the town, they do reflect a community with an increasing diversity of housing stock. There was much less residential development after 1980, and most of this consisted of multiunit condominiums, apartments, and retirement complexes.
While the original racial restrictions established by the federal government have long since been eliminated, the racial and ethnic background of Greendale residents remains homogeneous today. With a 2000 census population of 14,400, nearly 96 percent of Greendale residents are white, only 2 percent are Hispanic or Latino, and less than 1 percent are black. The 1999 median household income ($55,553) is considerably higher than the national ($41,994), state ($43,791), and county ($38,100) averages. The town's class and racial character, though, is characteristic of many other small towns in the metropolitan Milwaukee area. However, Greendale does stand out for its older population, often being described as a naturally occurring retirement community, with 20 percent of its residents being sixty-five years or older (compared to 12 percent for the metro- politan area and for the state of Wisconsin). These social characteristics played a role in how the town sustained its design and planning principles when threatened.
The Demise of Greendale's Town Center
After federal divestment of Greendale holdings in the early 1950s, 3 Milwaukee Community Development Corporation, the company that purchased the undeveloped land, town center, and commercial areas of Greendale, saw the town as a unique experiment that should grow in keeping with its original design and planning principles. Even before the divestment was finalized, they hired the original Greendale planner, Elbert Peets, in 1948, to develop a master plan for future growth, which maintained a sizable area of parks and greenbelt. However, anticipated growth would necessitate expanded retail and public services in the town center.
3. Homes were sold to individuals, in many cases the existing tenants. The greenbelt areas were given to the County of Milwaukee, whose Parks and Recreation Department continues to operate and maintain these as public parks and parkways. By 1958, the bandstand and park areas on the east side of the village center were torn down to make room for fourteen new stores in one long, continuous structure. Stores were targeted toward neighborhood residents and included a drugstore, food stores, bakeries, and beer and liquor stores. There were several other competing proposals to expand the town center even further, including closing the street on both ends and turning the area into a pedestrian mall or rerouting the street behind the shops on the east side and moving the creek that existed there. Peets opposed all of these changes, and citizens' resistance to myriad proposals led town officials to abandon these ideas.
The 1958 expanded town center did well initially, but growing competition came later from a commercial building boom that changed a nearby major street from a rural two-lane road into a major four-lane state highway, lined with commercial and retail strip malls. The change also lured local shoppers away from Greendale's town center. Then, in 1970, Southridge Shopping Center replaced farmland along the east side of this street, becoming the largest shopping mall in the nation at the time; it is still the largest shopping mall in Wisconsin. Southridge eventually covered 120 acres with over 130 retail outlets and five major department stores.
Since the shopping mall was located within Greendale's boundaries, it generated property-tax revenues that constituted nearly one-quarter of the town's revenue base at the time. But customer traffic in Greendale's town center dropped dramatically. Over the next two decades, stores pulled out, and owner interest evaporated.
The Ohio company that owned the east section of Broad Street was unwilling to put any money into revitalizing or even maintaining the properties, because they did not know how long the buildings would continue to be occupied. Tenants were unwilling to invest in the property because of the uncertain future of the town center. A major blow was the departure of the supermarket that claimed it could not compete with the larger discount supermarkets just outside Greendale. Then the hardware store left, making similar claims. By the early 1990s, only seven of the twenty-nine business rental spaces were still open. Three of these were dental offices, which did not need main-street locations but had chosen to locate there because the rent had been reduced to attract any kind of business (Prey 2004) .
Broad Street gradually became a ghost main street, with buildings vacant and in need of repair. Several sessions of the town board of trustees entailed discussions about the demise of the town center and ways to lure an interested developer. Board efforts endorsed the development of a citizen-led Greendale Promotion Committee, which endeavored to attract new businesses to the area. This committee was headed by one of the town board of trustees (who later became a county supervisor) and was composed of several residents. They tried a number of publicity campaigns to attract supermarket chains and other individual retail establishments. Their efforts did not entail sophisticated feasibility analyses or business plans but rather reflected marketing endeavors and publicity that stressed how the unique qualities of Greendale and its town center made it a desirable place to locate a business. This organization was relatively small, with no financial or major political clout, and little came of their efforts except for substantial public attention to Greendale's plight in the metropolitan area.
While the sidewalks and foot trails were maintained, there were few places to walk to in Greendale's town center except the middle school and post office. The library was there, but it was too small at the time to attract a sizable patronage. The walkability of the town was primarily directed toward strolling through the neighborhoods, along the creek, and within wooded areas and parks. The lack of commercial and public vitality within the village center failed to draw the type of community engagement anticipated by the original planners, except during special events such as holiday parades and the annual town celebration in the fall.
The demise of Greendale's town center follows similar stories of other neighborhood and main-street centers in the last quarter of the twentieth century. The simplistic, almost physical determinist, "Field of Dreams" directive 4 -often evoked in NU writings -that simply providing certain physical features, including small local shops, will produce a viable, walkable community that draws people to the town center fails to acknowledge the role of the economic environment. During the 1970s and 1980s, the economies of scale for retail establishments changed dramatically not only in Greendale and metropolitan Milwaukee but throughout the nation. Economies of scale are the main advantage of increasing the scale of production and becoming big. Certain retail establishments (e.g., food and staples, hardware, variety goods) in particular mushroomed in size during this period, supported by increased consumer transportation access and parking. But becoming big also meant having a large number of smaller establishments located within one structure, the mall. Consumer preferences facilitated this trend. Having a broader range of goods to choose from in one place appealed to consumers. Affordability remained an issue, and the larger retail establishments often provided their goods at 4. From the statement from the film Field of Dreams: "Build it, and they will come." discounted prices compared to those of smaller, individually owned establishments.
The vision of local, walk-to purchases is part of the NU mantra and an underpinning of some active-living advocacy. The assumption is that these urban-design elements -that is, small retail and service establishments within walking distance of residences -can result in significant measurable changes in residents' lifestyles. This ignores the economic logic of location. As Bartlett (2003 Bartlett ( : 1473 notes, design and planning principles should not be tested simply with whether an eight-year-old can walk to the store for a popsicle (a characterization made in the CNU literature) but also on whether "any store in modern America [can] survive selling popsicles (or other consumer items) to 'walk-in' eight-year-olds (or their parents)."
Indeed, imagery of the acclaimed NU community of Kentlands (a subdivision of Gaithersburg, Virginia) rarely shows the K-Mart and large bigbox stores that are located on the fringe of the development. The subdivision of Verrado, on the outskirts of the Phoenix metropolitan area and in the rapidly growing town of Buckeye, follows similar NU principles, locating a town center with civic buildings and small shops (a grocery store and drugstore among them) within walking or bicycling distance of many residences. While Verrado has been touted by op-ed columnist David Brooks (2006) of the New York Times as the wave of the future in terms of planning efforts, Verrado planners acknowledge that big-box stores such as Target are desired by residents and will be built outside but adjacent to the Verrado community boundaries (J. McSweeney, personal communication, March 2006). The small corner grocery store that anchors the main street of the city is currently being subsidized by the developer until there is sufficient residential development to make it economically feasible for the store owner. "Big" seems to be necessary, albeit hidden, to make "small and cozy" work.
While new urbanists recognize the need for a critical mass of consumers to frequent these small retail establishments, they are ambiguous and unclear in their writings and plans about the actual densities needed to maintain these, particularly as in the case of Greendale, when neighboring communities have larger and more diverse retail establishments that often provide goods at reduced costs to consumers. Such small-scale establishments worked in the original Greendale with its very small population base because then it was fairly isolated from Milwaukee, the bastion of retail, work, and commercial establishments in the region. Today, Greendale is only one of dozens of small communities embedded in the metro-politan Milwaukee area, a region with an especially dense interconnected highway and street system for today's automobile-oriented population.
Retail store size and location are business rather than design decisions. Central place theory provides a well-developed analysis of the forces behind the spatial organization of economic activity, examining the balance between the location of consumer demands, the costs of travel between residences and stores, and the economies of scale of retail outlets. The location of businesses and their size are neither accidental nor under planners' exclusive control. As Bartlett (2003) notes, economic survival for any business depends on balancing the geographic and economic size of the potential market with the minimum sales necessary to achieve profitability. He reminds us that any viable residential/retail design must meet the needs of both shoppers and shopkeepers. His analysis suggests a fundamental inconsistency between the scale and density of development acceptable to Americans, planners' preference for walkable neighborhoods, and the size of retail establishments necessary for economic profitability.
Regeneration of the Town Center
In the early 1990s, community organizations such as the Greendale Promotion Committee and the Greendale Business and Professional Association tried to change the trajectory of the town center's economic plight. They publicly expressed optimism, touting the unique historical identity of the community: "This is not just another suburb"; "I like the quaintness of the village. It's a close-knit community." In town board meetings and with newspaper reporters, these organizations expressed confidence that a new restaurant operator, grocery store, or other anchor could be attracted and that would start a ripple effect to entice other retail establishments to settle there. The Greendale Promotion Committee, lead by Kathy Archiszewski (who later became a member of the town board and then a county supervisor), exerted great effort to advertise the location of Greendale's town center to outsiders, since the main street was set apart from arterial roads by being set in a small, leafy valley connected to the highways by long winding roads. The committee ordered new signs to be placed on the nearby arterial roads to direct visitors to the town's business district and published and distributed pamphlets. The committee asked the town board to establish a farmers' market in the parking lot of the town center, bringing in money and visibility to support their publicity efforts. But raising money for these small efforts was a struggle. During the early 1990s, the town board developed plans for an enlarged safety center with police and fire stations, and many citizens protested the costs this new campus would entail. Already confronting resistance from some citizen groups for this $4.4 million safety-center development, the board was unwilling to finance any significant publicity or revitalizing efforts for the town center. As a consequence, volunteerism and selling sweatshirts and other "bake sale" events provided meager financial support for the efforts of the Greendale Promotions Committee and other citizen groups.
Not everyone shared the sanguine views of the citizen groups. Town board trustees George Vranes and Bernie Schroedel and city manager Frank Pascarella had a different vision of what would need to happen: Greendale would need to develop a downtown commercial district of professional and office space, with only a few specialty shops. Such developments would financially anchor the corridor but would not include the destination-type establishments that would entice local residents to walk there for daily retail or entertainment activities. To the town board, the challenge was to coexist with, not supplant, the Southridge Shopping Center, which paid 25 percent of the property taxes in Greendale at a time when property values were very stable and no land remained for additional residential or commercial development.
The minimal and tangential role that the Greendale government played in the revitalization effort of the town center was reflected elsewhere in the county. Many municipalities were turning to nonprofit civic organizations for help in addressing some of the infrastructure challenges. The role of these civic organizations took on added significance as taxpayers increasingly challenged public officials about how taxes were spent or invested. A few of these civic organizations in the Milwaukee area were well established, had experience and expertise in significant fund-raising efforts, and actually led drives for major city improvements with hefty price tags. While in its early days, Greendale housed scores of engaged civic organizations that took on improvement tasks, by the 1960s these organizations had declined and those that were still around were often social and oriented toward recreation and did not possess fund-raising, marketing, or investment expertise.
Greendale community organizations and local officials were quite vocal in calling for something to be done, yet tangible revitalization efforts were minimal. In 1996, a particular confluence of conditions and events aligned to regenerate the town center in a manner in keeping with the original planning principles. With little public notice, local magazine publisher and longtime Greendale resident Roy Reiman announced that he would estab-lish a separate family foundation (Grandhaven) to purchase and develop the commercial properties along both sides of Broad Street. Because a corporate community interest with an entrenched business acumen and a business and resident mission compatible with the interests of the community stepped in, the trajectory of Greendale's town center changed.
Reiman's motivation was a mixture of incentives and goals. A native of rural Iowa who still views himself as just "a country boy," Reiman's publishing business is extensive and has been based in Greendale since 1980 (Abbe 1998 ). Reiman Publications produces over a dozen magazines; one, Taste of Home, has the twelfth largest circulation in the country. One out of every ten homes in the United States receives one of Reiman's magazines. Since all magazines are free of advertisements, subscriptions provide the only source of revenue. And 80 percent of the magazine content is submitted by readers. This distinctive marketing approach can only survive with a very engaged and devoted reader base.
Reiman has lived in Greendale for over thirty years. While operating his business, he has also participated in many civic and public activities, including coaching one of the boy's baseball teams. He chose to locate his business in Greendale because it reflected both his own sense of place and that of his business. The engagement of the magazines' readership with developing and writing the content of the magazines resonates with Greendale's early heritage of community engagement in social and civic activities of the town. Reiman's identity and his company's identity are connected to the small-town image -albeit a small town in a major metropolitan area (one-half of the subscribers live in urban metropolitan areas).
At the time that the town center was falling into disrepair, Reiman's publishing firm was not only booming but was becoming a tourist destination for devoted magazine readers traveling in southeastern Wisconsin. They would stop at the publishing firm to visit and look around, but the publisher had no visitor's center, so such visits were intrusive to the operation, and Reiman finally closed the facility to visitors. But the idea of setting up a dedicated visitor's center began to present itself when the town center began desperately seeking renters. While there were numerous other locations within the metropolitan area that could have been purchased and developed for a visitor's center, the compatibility between the community-oriented, small-town image of Reiman's firm and the Greendale town center was undeniable.
Through the Grandhaven Foundation, Reiman refurbished all of the storefronts, interiors, and public walkways. An aggressive marketing cam-paign brought in nonchain retail and service establishments, distinguishing the town center from the regional mall and neighboring strip malls. The foundation removed some business spaces to allow direct access between the commercial area and the adjacent park and walking trails. To get away from the strip-mall appearance, Grandhaven enhanced the landscaping surrounding the development. Anchoring the town center was the Reiman Publications Visitor Center, situated in a storefront at the major entry to the town center -a center that today attracts an estimated two hundred thousand visitors per year from outside Greendale, many of them older adults and retirees. As Reiman explained, "We can bring a lot of people in here because we probably sell more cookbooks than any publishing company in the country right now . . . I figure if 'Albert' is driving on [Highway] 894, there's no way that 'Helen' is going to let him drive past the cookbook capital. She's going to want to come down here" (Heinen 1996) . Given Greendale's centralized location, walking trails, types of retail and services, and public facilities (e.g., post office, library), the revitalized town center became a destination not simply for out-of-town visitors arriving by bus or car but also for local residents once more.
Again, as in the 1980s, economic conditions played a part in this change. With the economic upswing of the 1990s, certain segments of the population had more disposable income. Also during this decade, establishments of all types -particularly retail outlets, but also college campuses, libraries, and other more public-oriented facilities -were following marketing and development approaches outlined by Pine and Gilmore (1999) in The Experience Economy. Under this model, the type of experiences -not simply goods and services -that a place provides attracts a customer base. Reiman capitalized on this, as his own publishing empire had a distinctive character niche. Upon announcing the purchase and intended use of the town center, a dozen businesses immediately contacted him to see about locating in one of the vacant spaces in the center. Area merchants and elected officials welcomed his purchase, given his deep local roots, unpretentious nature, and reputation for business success and excellence. 5 5. Roy Reiman's publishing business is one of Wisconsin's rags-to-riches success stories (Abbe 1998) . While starting out in the magazine publishing business in 1963, Reiman was recognized in 1992 with the Wisconsin Entrepreneur of the Year award. In 1998, Reiman Publications was sold to Madison Dearborn Partners, a Chicago investment firm, for an estimated $633 million. Roy Reiman remained chairman and CEO, and Reiman Publications remained based in Greendale. Reiman retained an ownership interest in the company. The sale did not include the town center. In 2002, Reader's Digest Association, Inc., purchased Reiman Publications for $760 million. In 2001, Reiman Publications posted more than $70 million in operating earnings on more than $300 million in revenue, a higher profit margin than Reader's Digest had been enjoying (Romell 2002). 6. Ironically, starting in the mid-to late 1990s, new commercial ventures across the country were constructing main-street or town-center types of retail development instead of conventional 1960s-based shopping malls. These schemes were much larger than typical main streets or town centers but tried to evoke the character of small town centers like Greendale's.
In Greendale, attraction to the distinctive character of a main street, replete with parks, walking trails, historical markers, and buildings (as well as newer but historic-looking storefronts) appealed to many visitors tired of the mall experience. 6 A couple coming to the Reiman Publications Visitor Center could also walk in the town center to look at the crafting of birdhouses (modeled after original Greendale residences), shop in one of several boutiques, stop for a burger and malt at the soda fountain, and stroll to the gazebo in the park where a local band might be performing. Attracting customers outside the residential Greendale population meant establishing a larger potential revenue base for retail and service establishments that did not duplicate those located in the mall (e.g., none of the Greendale establishments are chain stores).
Still there were no pharmacy, hardware, or grocery stores for residents, although Grandhaven tried hard to attract these. But some of the town center stores began to provide some of these goods within their larger inventory. An Italian deli provided a small selection of produce and other staple food goods; a local coffee shop became a "third place" for residents (Oldenburg 1989) , particularly in the morning hours; and services such as the barbershop, restaurants, and a spa catered to both residents and nonresidents alike. The post office, library, public health center, and civic facilities were used by residents almost exclusively.
In 2002, after a battle that lasted a year and a half and even involved the governor at one point, the state Department of Transportation erected exit signs on the nearby highway, advising motorists how to reach "Downtown Greendale."
One measure of the economic success of the center is the property value. In 1999, as the center renovation was completed, it was assessed at $1,980,000; it was revalued in 2000 at $3,275,000. But economic success was only one component. Revitalizing Greendale's town center in a manner keeping with its original pedestrian-oriented planning principles carried a hefty price tag that was not paid for by the public but by a resident entrepreneur whose business interests coincided with the nature of the community's character and his business's proximity to the town. Other communities in the county (e.g., Hales Corner, next to Greendale) faced similar struggles, but they did not have the distinctive scenic or historical appeal of Greendale.
Except for the Reiman Publications Visitor Center, the rest of the town center was donated to the Grandhaven Foundation. Rents were scaled to enable the town-center management company to operate at a near breakeven point. Reiman did not expect it to show a profit right away, but he hoped that one day the foundation's profits would be used for charities.
Corporate-community involvement has been promoted as a way for business organizations to better the communities in which they reside or operate, and it offers real strategic benefits through enhanced corporate reputation. Businesses have unique management skills and have been promoted as catalysts for economic regeneration that might usefully be transferred into the wider community (e.g., Hamil 1999 ). In the case of Greendale and Reiman, living and operating one's business in the same community may engender even stronger concern and incentives for investing one's business efforts and resources in ameliorating conditions of an ailing place -one's home and business place, that is. This may have important policy implications for cities trying to attract businesses with resident owners. Today, a large number of business owners of the current services and shops in the town center are also Greendale home owners.
Greendale's story of the revitalized town center is not simply one of actions taken by a wealthy resident and business owner. On a more complex level, the story demonstrates how the physical design and planning conditions both facilitate and reflect the community's efforts to maintain a central defining element of their town and, in so doing, maintain those conditions that enhance active living. The eventual demise of the town center would not likely have been a major economic problem for Greendale itself, as it was mitigated by tax revenue from Southridge Shopping Mall, but the vacancies and discernible signs of deterioration tarnished the visible sign of Greendale's community identity and uniqueness and decreased the opportunities for Greendale residents to walk in and to the local town center.
Conclusions: Lessons for Others?
Walkability is a defining characteristic of the original Greendale town with its myriad off-road walking trails, sidewalks, and site design. This site design was distinctive for its time. While the newer subdivisions of the town do not have such an extensive network of walking trails, Greendale's walkable character continues to be distinctive today among surrounding cities in the metropolitan area. Greendalers love their town not simply because of its walkable, green, and historic character, but also because those elements distinguish it from other surrounding communities.
Clearly, Greendale has a unique heritage; few suburban developments followed greenbelt planning and design principles after World War II. Even when planned communities reemerged in the 1960s, they were often built on a much larger scale (e.g., Irvine, California; Columbia, Maryland) than the three original greenbelt towns, and they were much more intricately connected to other cities via extensive highway and road systems. But the scale, design, and even the social homogeneity of Greendale are strikingly similar to many of the NU communities being developed in greenfields and suburbs today. Some of these, such as Verrado, Arizona, are quite far from urban centers or even the nearest towns, as Greendale was in its early days (although Verrado residents are much more likely to have a car and certainly have a well-developed and traveled highway system on which to travel to other cities in the metropolitan Phoenix area). So these emerging communities can learn lessons from Greendale's continuing history.
The first lesson is that planning efforts and rhetoric should explicitly recognize that economic forces are always at work and are always shifting. Hence, diversity of product mix (in terms of scale, number, size, distinctiveness versus chain, etc.) in retail and commercial areas of a community is necessary for adapting to future economic change. If local retail establishments are a major motivator of destination-oriented active transportation, as some of the research literature suggests, this retail and commercial product mix across the community is necessary for sustaining both economic vitality in the community as a whole and walkability in certain areas of the community.
Second, most communities cannot ensure that they have a benevolent resident millionaire who also owns and operates his or her own business in the community. But corporate-community investment in the town in which a corporation is headquartered may be a particular incentive when firms' core values and competencies are compatible with the community or program in which they invest (see Hess, Rogovsky, and Dunfee 2002) . 7 Finally, plans for encouraging pedestrian travel in town centers in lowdensity settings need cultivation and perhaps augmentation. Advocates for active living have argued for bringing destinations back within walking distance of residents and ensuring safe and attractive connections for pedestrians (see Handy and Clifton 2001) . However, for small towns in metropolitan areas with bustling economies, there may be an insufficient critical mass of local residents to ensure the economic viability of these destinations. Attracting nonresidents may be key to the sustainability of these places for residents, and that attraction may not emanate from utility alone but also from local character. People choose to shop at certain destinations and stores for a wide variety of reasons, including physical activity, sensory stimulation, social motives, and utility (Tauber 1972) . Mokhtarian and Salomon (1999) found a majority of their survey respondents, nearly two thousand San Francisco residents, travel locally to explore a new place, see beautiful scenery, or just have fun doing it. In Greendale, sensory pedestrian experiences permeate the entire town -given the nature of the walking trails, interspersed parks and greenways, and the historical character of the original homes and civic buildings. Those distinct historical and sensory experiences may be vital to attract nonresidents. But for residents, social experiences may be crucial. Those experiences typically occur where public activities occur: shops, schools, public event spaces, civic buildings, public service facilities (e.g., library, post office), market service facilities (e.g., barbershop, dentist), and tourist spaces (e.g., Reiman Publications Visitor Center). Those Greendalers who most complain about visitors coming to the town center qualify their criticism by acknowledging that there would not be such a town center today without them.
For a small town center to be viable in today's highly networked metropolitan areas, both residents and nonresidents alike need to frequent its businesses. The physical environment has a role to play in this. Greendale's distinctive walking trails to and around the town center, coupled with its historic imagery and the pull of the Reiman Publications Visitor Center, have made it a small tourist destination where one could stroll and shop, which in turn has stabilized and sustained the town center's character.
